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HANDING OUT

SUCCESS AND
FUN TOGETHER
Fun Quick Digital Solutions, provides digital services that are quick and 

also fun for the clients. Our clients can leave all worry and bank on us to 

handle all that stands in the way of success and ensure optimum digital 

solutions that will help them be the best in their market. We worry about 

just two things, the success and ease of our clients



Logo Design
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Mobile Apps

Advertising

Web

Video Visuals

Digital Marketing
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LOGO DESIGN VIDEO VISUALS
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DGITAL MARKETING MOBILE APPS
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CASE STUDIES

Seeking Health 
Fun quick Digital worked with Seeking Health to increase a 
phenomenal social following on their Instagram and Facebook 
pro�les. We not only did their integration but also executed a 
paid campaign to bring in validated leads. Here are the 
statistics,

519%
Increase in Social
Follower ship and

56%
Lead Conversion

Divine Spa
Our client Divine Spa's website redesign and search marketing 
campaigns brought the site a remarkable increase in tra�c 
and a client reports to have an increased site engagement.

226%
Increase in non-
branded organic

traffic 

31%
Increase in 

total site traffic 

22%
Increase in 

return visits by 
customers

Spirit Cars
Spirit Cars o�ers a wide array of �berglass body, chassis, parts 
and pieces. It is known for it’s up to the mark service. They 
required a methodical, yet an artistic approach to branding 
that would help take their brand and online presence to the 
next level and we made it possible.

1000%
Increase in website
trafficsearch traffic

69%
Increase in social

referral traffic

43%
Paid Search

conversion rate

Kids Unlimited
Our Experience with Kids Unlimited was really fun. Now this is a 
kid’s dance and activity center and hired us to increase their 
membership subscription annually up to 150%. This indeed was 
workable and with the help of our keyword centric on site 
content, social feeds and articles, we were able to increase their.

150%
Increased 

Subscriptions

510%
Increase in Instagram 

and Facebook followership
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CASE STUDIES

Caremondo
Our Social media Pros got this chance to work with worked 
with Caremondo on multiple campaigns throughout the past 
year. Over a 24 month period, we were able to produce these 
results 

82%
Lowered

Cost/ Click 

67%  
Cost-Per-

Engagement

Coast2Coast Cars
With the help of a new ecommerce design, paid search 
campaign and search engine optimization, coast 2 coast Cars, 
a leading automobile on budget supplier, was able to signi�-
cantly increase site engagement and online sales.

186%
Increase in non-
branded search

traffic

27%
Increase in

Conversion rates

33%
Decrease in paid 
search cost per 

conversion

The Excite Magazine
The Excite Magazine is one of the leading and most visited 
online magazine sites having a slogan “Lets Impact the World” 
with an expertise in world current a�airs. Fun Quick Digital 
helped this client by increasing search rankings, while also 
keeping their marketing message a top priority.

9k
3 months sign ups

95k
Increase in

total site traffic 

2000%
Increase in return

visits by customers

Italian Bark
Fun Quick Digital worked with Italian Bark, an interior design blog 
on multiple campaigns throughout the past year. Over a 12 
month period, the team was able to do the following

82%
CPC was lowered 
due to inbound 

traffic

200%
Engagement 

on Social Media  
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